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Company: Sysco Ireland

Location: United Kingdom

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Summary:

At Sysco Ireland, Data is at the heart of every business decision or key project being

executed. In the Merchandising Analyst role, you will be crucial to this and be responsible for

analysing a wide range of data that helps formulate informed procurement, brand and

business strategies. The role will sit within the Merchandising function in Sysco Ireland

working closely with Category, Trading, Data & FSQA teams, supporting on a wide range of

projects. The successful candidate will be responsible for using analytical tools to provide data

driven insights to the business to facilitate effective decision making. 

Key Accountabilities:

    Design & Maintenance of the Merchandising Dashboard which tracks all core

departmental KPI's to drive success.

    Generation of weekly & monthly reports to analysis Product Availability, Vendor Service

Level & Sales performance across a number of initiatives.

    Ongoing tracking and reporting on performance of Sysco Brand products across product

lifecycle process. Undertaking of Brand analysis to identify potential opportunities which

leverages scale and resources across Europe. 

    Collaboration with our Business Technology & Intelligence teams to maximise efficiency of

reports through automation.

    Analyse wide variety of business data across a variety of systems to understand trends with

a focus on improving customer experience and supporting growth plans
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    Incorporation of data analysis to identify potential business opportunities, process gaps and

gaps within category ranges to support New Product Development. 

    Co-ordination of merchandising team activity on key projects to deliver best use of resource,

drive continuous improvement while also providing support and training on reports where

necessary.

    Support in development and implementation of merchandising solutions, support

standardization of processes with the end goal of accelerating Merchandising key

Initiatives.

    Work closely with Sysco International Data team to support harmonisation of data across

Europe, participating in and leading on key projects.

    Lead on internal data validation exercises to maintain accuracy of Ireland data and ensure data

integrity across key data fields on our ERP system.

    Support on any data collection activities to ensure effective capture, maintenance and

manipulation of data.

    Engagement in cross functional projects working with other departments to improve

and streamline processes to drive efficiency across the business. 

Experience & Qualifications:

    Degree in quantitative field (preferred but not essential)

    Excellent PC skills and systems knowledge particularly Microsoft Excel (MS Office

essential, Microsoft Dynamics AX preferred)

    Goal orientated with strong numerical and analytical skills

    Strong interpersonal and communication skills

    Ability to organise and work to tight deadlines

    Flexible, innovative and creative in attitudes to all issues and areas of the business

    Excellent team player

    Flexibility to travel between Sysco sites

    Driving License and access to own transport

Sysco are an Equal Opportunity Employer

#nijobs
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